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local time on Monday, the International Union in the official website announced the August Rio Olympic Games venue bike 10
projects listed on the list of delegations and the replacement of the project. China won the quota seats, while the men's team to
achieve a breakthrough in long distance projects. in the introduction of the list of the project, first introduced the International League
in April 2014 released the Olympic finalists. I picked up the following points: 1) Olympic Games from the start of the 2014-15 season,
for a period of two years. The Olympic jifensai include: 2014-15 and 2015-16 season all the World Cup races, intercontinental
championship, world championships. Some games, such as the British Revolution series, also provide the Olympic points. The
delegation in these Olympic Games on the performance of the championship, the decision of their Olympic ranking. London World
Championships is the last leg of the Olympic Games, after the end of the game, the International League announced the final Olympic
rankings, then according to the final Olympic ranking to determine the Olympic finalists list. 2) men's team sprint team pursuit and
finalists delegation from 10 clubs in London was reduced to 9 of the branch. The men's team 3 racing each team, women's team
racing each team of 2 people, men and women groups are chasing 4 people per team. 3) and individual sprint and Keirin, places
from London 18 expanded to 27. The 27 number is divided into two parts: the finalists racing on behalf of the group, in which two
projects can be sent 2 players. In addition and not nominated Team Racing delegation ranked top nine players (the same, a
delegation of up to 2 people shortlisted). 4) male and female all-round competition in a total of 18 places, each delegation can only
send a player. 5) in recent years, the Olympic Games has always stressed the "downsizing", and therefore the International League
for the delegation of the total number of participants there are restrictions: each delegation can send up to 8 male and 7 female
players. If there are other categories of players in the same time finalists (road, BMX, mountain bike), then you can increase the
quota, this case, the upper limit for the delegation of 9 men and 8 women. 6) Olympic Games is different from the world
championships, needs to take into account the interests of all continents. So for each project, the International Union has set the
upper limit of the number of delegations from each continent. Need to emphasize here is that the ceiling here refers to the largest
number of delegations can be sent on each continent, rather than saying that each continent must send so many teams. (such as the
men's team racing, the Asian region is limited to 2 teams, but in the end only South Korea finalists). next is the full list of the Rio
Olympic Games: < p > in the men's Team Racing: Germany, France, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand,
Poland, Venezuela, South Korea. China reserve. < p > women's Team Racing: China, Russia, Australia, Germany, the Netherlands,
Spain, France, Canada and New Zealand. Columbia reserve.
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